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By ANDRÁS PRÉKOPA in Budapest. • * 
A probability distribution is called á compound Poisson distribution if 
its characteristic function can be represented in the form 
io a> 
iyu+ ¡(eiu*—\)dM(x) + I \eiUT—\) dN(x) • -co 6 
where / is a constant, M(x) and N(x) are .defined on the intervals (—00,0) 
and (0, 00), respectively, \both are monotone non-decreasing, Ai(— 00)== 
= Af(oo) = 0, further the integrals 
0 1 . 
I* dM(x), jxdN(x) 
exist. We shall.prove that under certain conditions we obtain ( I ) as a limit 
distribution of double sequences of independent and infinitesimal random 
variables and apply this theorem to stochastic processes with independent • 
increments. 
. T h e o r e m 1. Let §„1, |„2, . . . , §„*„ ( / 2 = 1,2, . . . ) be a double sequence 
of random variables. Suppose that the random variables in each row. are 
independent, they are infinitesimal, i. e. for every s > 0 
lim max P(|§„fc| > f) = 0, 
n-*<o 1 
finally, there exists a finite-valued, non-negative random variable rj such that 
(n = 1 , 2 , . . . ) 
k=l 
with probability 1. (This last condition means that the sums of the absolute 
values of the sample summands are uniformly bounded.) Suppose, moreover, 
that the sequence of probability distributions of the variables 
£n = Inl + In2 H + 5nk„ 
converges to a limiting distribution. Then this is a compound Poisson 
distribution. 
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P r o o f . Let us define the functions /\x) , / (x) as follows: 
f * 7 Y \ = i X i f x = 0 ' r < v \ — 1 ° i f x = 0 ' 
, J w ) 0 if * < 0, 7 w — f x if x < 0. 
Clearly / + ( X ) / " ( X ) E E E O and 
x- -
— £ = — Zf'itlk) ^ ij • ( « = 1 , 2 , . . ' . ) , • 
li=l 
with probability 1. Hence it follows that for every K > 0 the- relations 
•P(£ ^ A-) P ^ a / 0 (n = 1,2, .-..), 
( « = 1 , 2 , . . . ) 
hold. This imply that the distributions of the sequences & and £«" are compact 
sets. Let F»(x) and Fn' (x) denote the distribution -functions of the variables 
£ and 'Q, respectively. Let us choose a sequence' of integers nlt n,, . . . for 
which 
lim F„+(x) = F + (x) , 
(2) 
. . lim F„~ (x) = F~ (x) 
t ->• CD « 
. (where F + ( x ) and F " ( x ) are distribution functions) at eveiy point of continuity 
of the latters. Let r be a positive number such that the functions F + ( x ) and 
F~(x) are continuous at T and — r , respectively. Since the random variables 
in the double sequences 
are infinitesimal and independent in each row, moreover the relations (2 ) 
hold, we conclude that if F„t(x) = P(/ f(|„ f r) < x), F;k(x) = P ( / " ( € „ , ) < x), then 
the sequences 
z I xdKik(x), jr f xdF;ik{x) 
*=1 U<I<I fc=l - * < X<0 
are convergent (see [1] § 2 5 , Theorem 4, Remark). This implies that 
h •• / • * k • / \« 
l i m \ Z l J X i / F ^ ( x ) ) = l i m T l T xrfFn - 4 (x)| = 0 . 
i-*® k=lVo<x<« J ' - > - < 0 & \ - x < x < 0 J. '. 
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Thus if 
CO OO 
9Ut)= J eltxdF:k{x), 9;,k{t) = )eudF~k{x), 
- C O - CO 
then from the inequality 
j (e^~\)dG(x) j' |x| dG(x) + 2 j dG(x), 
valid for every distribution function G(x) and every t > 0, it follows (using 
Theorem 4 of [1] § 2 5 ) that 
l i m ^ l ^ f ) —l|s = lim y^\<p'ijk(t)—112 = 0. 
Hence the conditions of Theorem 2 of [2] are fulfilled and thus the variables 
Çîn and Çâ; are asymptotically independent, i . e . 
(3) lim P ( £ < x, Ç-, <y) = F'(x)F. (y). 
¿-•CO 
Let F(x) denote the limiting distribution of the random variables £„. Since 
bn = Çn + we get from (3) 
(4) F(x) = F^x)*F-(x). 
The laws F(x), F + (x) , F'(x) are infinitely divisible. In LÉVY'S formula 
- CO ' II 
there correspond to F(x),F+(x) and F'(x) constants and functions, which we 
denote by /', ylt /2; a1, o f , <A\ M(x), M,(x), M,(x); N(x), N,(x), Nt(x), respec-
tively. According to (4) 
7 = 7i + 7-2, o1 = + ai, 
M(x) = Ml(x) + M,(x), N(x) = Nl(x) + N,(x). 
If <? > 0, then at least one of of and o\ is positive too. This is, however, 
impossible, since F*(x) = 0 if x ^ O and F " ( x ) = ; l if x > 0 . 
We have therefore only to prove that the integrals 
« i 
) x dM(x), ) x dN{x) 
-1 0 
exist. We prove the existence of the second integral, the existence of the 
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first one can be proved similarly. We know that if t , is a point of continuity 
of N(x), then 
p -<5) . J x d Z K A * ) 
o »=i 
•converges ([1], § 2 5 , Theorem 4) hence it is bounded. If 
t 
f * dN(x) = 
oJ 




where L is the upper bound of the terms in the sequence (5) and N(x) is . 
continuous at the point r . But w;e know from the limiting distribution 
theorems (cf. [1] § 2 5 , Theorem 4) that 
lim £(Fnik(x)—\) = N(x) ( j c > 0 ) 
at every point of continuity of N(x), whence 
r k"' r' 
<7) lim I x d Z F » f i ( x ) * = [ x d N ( x ) . 
i-t-m , fc=l , 
Obviously (6) and (7) contain a contradiction. 
Let us separate in Lew's formula the terms 
0 co . 
- a > 0 
and unite them with iy'u, then we obtain the required form of the limiting 
distribution. Thus our theorem is completely proved. 
In the sequel we apply our result to the theory of stochastic processes 
with independent increments. We say that a stochastic process with indepen-
dent increments & is weakly continuous if for every e > 0 
•when A - + 0 , uniformly in t. We suppose that P(^, = 0 ) = 1. „ 
T h e o r e m 2. Let us suppose that the stochastic process with independent 
increments 1« is weakly continuous and its sample functions are of bounded 
variation with probability 1 in every finite time interval. If <p(u, t) is the 
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characteristic function of the random variable then it has the form 
O 00. 
< 8 ) y(u, t) = e x p j iy(t)u + j ( e " " - l ) i / A i ( x , 0 + [ (eiux—\)dN(x,t) J 
where y(t) is a continuous function of bounded variation in every finite time 
interval, M(x, t) and N(x, t) are continuous functions of the variable t and 
the integrals 
0 . 1 
\xdM(x,t), f xdN(x,t) 
-'i 
exist for every t. 
P r o o f . According to our suppositions the double sequence of inde-
pendent random variables 
> lt>t § ( , • • •> it Sn-i, it 
satisfies all the conditions of Theorem 1. Moreover, for every n 
5 = £ $ ± t — £ * z i t 1 
fc=l V II n J 
hence we have only to prove the assertion regarding the functions y(t), 
M(x, t), N(x, t). The continuity in t of these functions follows at once from 
the weak continuity of the process S, and the convergence theorems of infi-
nitely divisible distributions (see e .g . [1] Chapter 3). 
Now we show that for every T> 0 y(t) is of bounded variation in the 
interval 0 i i s 7". Let us consider the sequence of subdivisions 
'k = * - ' X. 
2 " ' 2 n 
( A r = l , 2 , , . . , 2 " ; n = l , 2 , . . . ) 
of the interval [0, 7"] and let us denote the distribution function of the random 
variable —S^i by Ik0)- We know from the limiting distribution 
iheorems that 
- r 
0 V ~lk \z\<-t 
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(cf. [1] § 2 5 , Theorem 4), hence 
(9) £ 
7(f" t)~y (V1"r) !=\x dN{x' т)~$х dM(x'т)+ 
0 -i 
+ lim y f ' x | r f F ( x , 0 . 
N- ш J^i J 
H<> 
The boundedness of the sequence on the right-hand side of (9) is a conse-
quence of the fact that the non-decreasing sequence 
y i s » . - k - i I 
converges with probability 1, and of Theorem 4 of [1] § 2 5 . Since / ( 0 is 
continuous, this implies that it is of bounded variation. Thus Theorem 2 
is proved. 
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